Now available! Boost Your Dutch,

The Expat Wellbeing Indicator

15 Essential Dutch Language Principles

Professional measuring tool: “Ask the non-locals”
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"Relocating to another country is exciting
& challenging, as there is much to organise.“
You will have to rebuilt your professional and
personal life. Bringing over a partner and/or
family might cause extra concerns, as you are
looking to ensure they settle smoothly into
their new surroundings.
Even after living here for a number of years, you
might need some local assistance due to changes
in your personal circumstances.
Amstel Expats local support packages are ideally
suited to help you with such issues and queries.
We also offer employee support packages to
companies and organisations. These packages
are tailored to suit specific company needs and
budget. Our assistance is provided in close
coordination with HR-professionals.
We look forward to discussing your needs.
----&----

Making life easy for internationals
living in the Netherlands

3 x 2½ hour or 2 x ½ day
custom-made materials
no books required
instruction in small groups
no-stress/friendly atmosphere

“Learning Dutch is fun & using Dutch
in practice enriches your local life.”

“EWI is the first professional measuring tool to
determine local attractiveness for internationals.”

Many internationals never get round to taking
Dutch lessons and the ones who do often struggle
to use Dutch in real life. Now there is a new,
innovative method: Boost Your Dutch.

Internationals generally expect the Netherlands to
be easy to settle into. They are surprised to learn
that it can be difficult and time-consuming to find
your way locally.

Boost Your Dutch is specially developed to help
internationals overcome the hurdles of getting to
grips with the Dutch language.

Fortunately, many Municipalities have taken steps to
improve their communication with and procedures
for internationals. In the bigger cities, Expat Centers
have also opened their doors to welcome new
international residents, but what are the results of
all these efforts?

The Boost Your Dutch approach takes advantage
of the extensive skill set & life experiences of
internationals:
 Explain essential basic principles of the Dutch
language and show how they fit together (the
bigger picture).
 Provide meaningful insights instead of just
learning lots of rules.
 Take advantage of similarities in English as
much as possible.
 Appreciate that participants are welleducated, professional internationals with
valuable experiences and skill sets.

The Expat Wellbeing Indicator (EWI) provides
valuable insights in the strengths and weaknesses of
local services used by internationals. It also
produces the Net Promotor Score (NPS) and gives
recommendations to improve local competitiveness.
For more information, contact
Monique directly:
+31(0) 6 497 68 628
info@amstelexpats.nl
www.amstelexpats.nl

